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Thank you to everyone who has contributed to this edition of InTouch. We’re continually thankful
for our great supporters & fundraisers, our dedicated Committees and the people who share
their touching stories with us.
If you would like to unsubscribe from InTouch, please contact amy@nwcr.org
North West Cancer Research Centre, 200 London Road, Liverpool, L3 9TA
0151 709 2919 www.nwcr.org Registered Charity Number 519357
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LIVERPOOL TO DUBLIN
4 DAYS
3 COUNTRIES
1 CAUSE

4 - 7 JULY

2019

JOIN US AND STOP CANCER IN ITS TRACKS!
For more details:
www.nwcr.org/events or call 0151 709 2919
REGISTERED CHARITY NO: 519357 A COMPANY LIMITED BY GUARANTEE REGISTERED IN ENGLAND NO. 02165552
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Last year we celebrated 70 years of North West
Cancer Research and to commemorate the
milestone we hosted a 70th Anniversary Gala
Dinner at the Isla Gladstone in Liverpool.
Guests gathered to celebrate the efforts of
the Charity’s fundraisers and researchers, who
together have helped the organisation become
one of the leading independent cancer research
charities in the region.

“The awards allowed us to reflect on their collective
achievements so far. As well as looking back, it also
gives us a chance to look forward to the future. We
are currently funding 50 research projects and our
network of fundraisers is growing every day, helping
us continue to fund innovative life-saving research
here in the North West.”

In the last 18 years alone, the charity has invested
£40 million worth of research across the North
West, supporting ground-breaking projects at
University of Liverpool, Lancaster University and
Bangor University, amongst others.
Special guests included Lord Mostyn, the Lord Mayor
of Liverpool, Deputy Mayor and Lord-Lieutenant
of Merseyside, as well as the High Sheriff and Roger
Phillips, who hosted the evening’s awards.
Alastair Richards, CEO of North West Cancer
Research, said: “On behalf of everyone at North
West Cancer Research, I would like thank all of our
fundraisers, researchers, corporate supporters and
donors, whose continued efforts have guided us
over the last 70 years.
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AND THE WINNERS ARE…

Small- Scale Event

South Cheshire Committee
for their Midsummer Drinks event

Corporate Support

JWT Commercial Ltd
Rising Star in Research

Dr Andrew Fielding
Lancaster University

Large-Scale Event

Kelsall Committee
for their Spring Charity Gala

Individual Supporter

James Hogan
Dedication to NWCR Cause

Llanfairfechan
Aber and Bangor Committee
Excellence in Research

Professor Ian Prior
Liverpool University

NWCR Ambassador

Professor Sarah Coupland
Liverpool University

Chairman’s Special Award

Olive Cutts
Southport Committee

President’s Lifetime
Achievement Award

Mold Committee
We would like to wish a huge congratulations
to all of our winners and nominees for their
continued support, advocacy and dedication
to NWCR.
05
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OUR IMPACT
As a research charity, we’re always looking for ways to measure the impact of
our research and aim for the best value for our supporters. We recently had
an independent consultant look back at our impact as a charity. These are
some of the findings...

£39m

5 Patents

100 Grants

Since 2000 we
have invested £39
million in life-saving
research.

Since 2000, our
research has led to
5 pending patents
and licenses which
could pave the way
to new discoveries
which may improve
the outcomes of
patients.

We have awarded
100 research
grants to 45 Lead
Researchers
between 2005 -2015.

16 Collaborations

190+ Publications

NWCR funding has led to 16
interactions with pharmaceutical
companies. Working together
with industry is a crucial step in
translating research into treatments,
which in the future will make a
difference to people with cancer.

Our research has led to 193
publications in peer-reviewed
journals.

50+ Careers

£15m

51 instances where
NWCR researchers’
careers have benefitted
from funding received.

35% of NWCR funded projects have opened
the doors to new funding opportunities from
other funders accounting for over £15 million
of new funding dedicated to cancer research
in the North West.

You can find the full Impact Report on our website www.nwcr.org
06
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FUNDRAISING
DOUBLE EFFORT
FROM IAN
Charity supporter Ian Jones from
Anglesey, has gone the extra mile to
raise funds for North West Cancer
Research, among a handful of other
local non-profit organisations, in a
two-part charity challenge.
The first challenge Ian set himself involved a
mammoth one day, 120-mile cycle from his home in
Brynteg, Anglesey to Pontrhydfendigaid, Ceredigion.
Battling tough terrain and the elements along the
way, Ian found himself soaked through for most
of his journey but persevered with the support of
his wife, Rhian and their children Gwion and Siwan,
as they cheered him on along the route with some
words of encouragement.
After an early start, Ian’s cycle drew to a close at
5pm in Pontrhydfendigaid, as he prepared for
the second leg of his charity challenge, taking to
the stage with his bandmates from ‘Band 6’ for
a special anniversary charity gig at local venue,
the Pavilion. The gig had a stellar turn out and the
challenge even gained some media attention, with
coverage on Welsh channel S4C and Radio Cymru.
Ian’s challenge managed to raise a whopping £1,035
for his chosen charities, exceeding his original
target of £600. Ian said of his mammoth day:
“Before taking on this challenge I hadn’t cycled in
over ten years. Now, with training I’ve clocked over
1500 miles in the past year – and I’m still going!
“I was able to get a great hybrid bike on my
employer’s Cycle2Work scheme, and the health
benefits have been amazing, while supporting local
causes that the band really cares about. NWCR
was a personal choice for me after my father sadly
passed from the disease.
“As a science teacher, I can appreciate the need for
research and the tireless efforts of the scientists
and doctors that turn science into treatments.”

07
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MEET TANIA
NWCR has recently welcomed a new Research
Manager, Tania Seale. We sat down with Tania to
get the low-down on this new position and her
role within the Charity.
What would you say your day to day duties are
at NWCR?
Well that really all depends on the time of year! After
a call for research funding applications has closed,
I’ll focus on managing the review process of those
proposals. I then monitor how the work we fund is
progressing, which helps us judge the impact we
have as a Charity. It’s really important to get a good
grasp on this so we can feed back to Trustees, staff
and supporters.
Throughout the year, I’ll attend engagement activities
to bring science closer to the public. I especially enjoy
these events when they’re with children and young
people – after all, these may be our scientists of the
future! I always let the marketing team know what I’ve
been upto so they can share it with our supporters.

What does the process for research funding
look like?
We run our charity review process in-line with the
Association of Medical Research Charities’ guidance,
giving us structure and transparency. After we receive
applications, we run a charity check which ensures
the proposals meet our call criteria. We also look at
any previous funding given and ask has this run to
time, produced impact and has engagement with the
Charity been good?

It’s at this stage that we have external experts
independently review the proposals. I work with
advisory groups to obtain the most suitable experts
in that topic area. Finally, we will have a ‘meeting
of minds’ in which reviewers will recommend the
funding potential of a project. The entire group will
then independently vote on the project proposal,
using the Charity’s voting criteria, which reflects the
Charity’s priorities to provide new, high-in-impact
research to the cancer community.

Are there any news stories or recent
developments you can share with us?
Another significant part of my role is helping the
staff at NWCR understand the ever changing
science and priorities in cancer research. Most
recently, I attended the NCRI (National Cancer
Research Insitute) conference which gave me an
insight into the progress made in cancer research
over the last year, including the continuing
emphasis on research to improve cancer
treatments, outcomes, survivorship and the
patient experience.
This year there was an additional emphasis on the
need to understand the biological basis of cancer
and investigating how to stop its progression to
significantly improve outcomes with advanced
biological treatments. NWCR is reflecting these
initiatives as it continues to commit a large
portion of its funding to cancer discovery and
underpinning research.

08
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NWCR Research Manager Tania has
recently attended public engagement
event, Cancer Quest @ Techniquest.
Tania travelled to Glyndwr in Wrexham to
represent NWCR at the event, along with
seven other charities who collectively
make up the Wales Cancer Partnership.

“It was wonderful to see visitors’ faces light up as
they got hands-on with laboratory equipment and
played our interactive games. I hope that by getting
children involved in our work at this event, we have
gone some way to inspiring the next generation of
cancer researchers.”

The organisations came together to put on a series
of interactive activities targeted at children, to
immerse them into the world of cancer research.
Children and their parents were able to get hands-on
with live demonstrations over the two days,
including an experiment to extract DNA from
strawberries, children looking at their own cheek
cells under a microscope and even a trip through a
giant inflatable bowel!
The event was organised by the Wales Cancer
Partnership, which aims to bring together all
cancer organisations in Wales for the benefit
of patients. Other research groups were part of
the collaboration, as well as higher education
institutions, third sector organisations and the NHS.
Over the two days, the Partnership engaged adults
and children alike at the science discovery centre,
with the aim of bringing children closer to cancer
research and the fundamental science behind it.
Jodie Bond, spokesperson for the Wales Cancer
Partnership, said: “We were delighted to work with
Techniquest Glyndwr on this special event. Eight
different cancer organisations came together to
make this possible and it was really rewarding to see
everyone working together to teach visitors about
cancer and allow them to experience the science
behind cancer research.
09
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Choirs Hit the High Notes
for Christmas Concert
Choirs from across Merseyside came together in
November to raise £4,000 at Concert for a Cure,
the Charity’s annual Christmas concert.
An audience of more than 350 guests shared
the spirit of Christmas, with performances from
Liverpool College Prepling’s Choir, Stagecoach
Liverpool and Over the Water featuring The
Luminelles who appeared in the BBC’s Pitch Battle.
Concert for a Cure marks the end of a year-long
fundraising drive for NWCR, which has made
a £2.9 million contribution to cancer research
projects across the North West and North Wales
this year alone.
Generous Concert for a Cure guests helped raise
a further £4,000 through ticket sales, donations

and a raffle which featured prizes donated by local
businesses including The Clubhouse, Liverpool One.
Special guests in attendance included the Lord
Mayor of Liverpool, Cllr. Christine Banks, while DJ
and presenter Ellie Phillips hosted the event.
NWCR CEO, Alastair Richards, said: “2018 has
been a significant year for the Charity, as we have
not only celebrated our 70th anniversary, but we
have continued to support unprecedented levels
of cancer research here in Liverpool and across
the North West.
“It’s great to top off the year with such a festive
and family-oriented event. It’s a welcome
reminder of the families at the heart of our
mission to stop cancer.”
In 2019, NWCR will once again hold a Concert for a
Cure in Liverpool and will introduce a Lancashire
concert for the first time. Keep an eye on our events
page for more information wwww.nwcr.org/events.
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CORPORATE SPO

CSA GROUP
Last year we welcomed new corporate partner,
CSA Group, into the NWCR family.
The organisation has chosen NWCR as one of their
charities of the year and staff from the Hawarden
office have jumped head first into fundraising with
events such as a quiz week, international lunch and
Christmas Jumper Day. The group have also fired
up the barbeque for a sausage fest and donned
their aprons for a classic bake sale, as well as hosting
an office ‘Donation Station’, where colleagues can
donate prizes for tombolas and raffles.
Staff have made sure they’re well on their way to
reaching their £5,000 fundraising target by also
hosting office sweepstakes for both the Grand
National and World Cup and selling off older
company IT equipment.
CSA Group is a global organisation dedicated to
safety, social good and sustainability and is a leader
in safety and environmental certification around the
world including Canada, the U.S, Europe and Asia,
with the Hawarden office carrying out safety tests on
products and components in a purpose-built facility.
They have recently joined NWCR for a behind the
scenes look at the research taking place in the labs at
University of Liverpool, with Dr Shankar Varadarajan
giving the group an in depth look into recent research
of head and neck cancers.

HR Manager, Pat Blazdell, said of the company’s
support of NWCR: “We were delighted to support
NWCR as one of our charities of the year for 2018
and have had a brilliant time carrying out all of our
fundraising activities – it’s great for team work and
good fun. We’ve done everything from bake sales, a
football world cup sweepstake, quizzes – and even a
sausage fest! Our target was set at £5,000 and after
our Christmas Jumper Day tombola and auction
we’re well on our way to beating it.
“We’ve been lucky enough to visit the NWCR
laboratories and see the life-saving work that they
do first hand. It’s been so good to engage with the
charity and support a cause that positively affects
our local region.”

12
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ATE SPOTLIGHT

JONES PRICE LIMITED
As a family run greengrocers, Jones Price Limited
know the importance of supporting local causes.
The company, which operates in Mold, North Wales,
was first introduced to the Charity through Jean Price
who served as a member of the Mold Fundraising
Committee for 30 years and her children, Simon and
Sue, have continued to support NWCR. With strong
ties to the Committee, the Company often show their
generous support at events, where they will donate
lunches and table plant decorations, which are sold
off at the end of events to boost funds.

“Both as a company and personally, we have been
supported by the members of Mold Committee for
over 30 years, many of whom are now dear friends,
and we look forward to continuing our partnership
with NWCR for many years to come.”

The family also support the Charity on a day-today basis by displaying several NWCR collection
tins in their stores and actively promoting the Mold
Committee’s events.
Jones Price Limited was recently recognised for
their continued support at the North West Cancer
Research 70th Anniversary Gala & Awards Ceremony,
where they were highly commended in the category
of ‘Corporate Supporter’.
Sue Pritchard, Admin Director, Jones Price Limited,
said of the Company’s involvement “All of us here at
Jones Price are proud to be associated with the Mold
branch of North West Cancer Research.
“Simon and I have been involved with the Charity
since we were children and now follow in our parents’
footsteps. In this day and age most people have
been touched by cancer in some form and we feel it
is so important to carry on fundraising towards vital
research and treatment.
13
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Mold Committee
Celebrate the Life
of Beryl Powell
Mold Committee held an Afternoon Tea
in September to celebrate the life of
former Chair, Beryl Powell.
150 guests, including family and friends of Beryl,
gathered at Theatr Clwyd in Mold to remember
her hard-work and dedication. Entertainment was
provided by several performers, each representing
a different aspect of Beryl’s life.
Pianist Christopher Enston, of St Mary’s Church,
welcomed guests with a recital and Isobel Owen,
played violin and sang to commemorate Beryl’s
time as a teacher at Maes Garmon.
To represent Beryl’s involvement in the Arts from
the Armchair (AFTA) programme, Rita Newman
gave a reading titled ‘Beryl Powell: A Jewel in Theatr
Clwyd’s Crown’ and Glyn Holywell performed the
AFTA song.
Rounding off the afternoon was St Mary’s Church
Choir, who treated guests to a set before Angie Parker
sang an arrangement of Beryl’s favourite songs.
The afternoon raised £3,440 with Committee
Chair, Sharon Knott, saying:
“It was a lovely afternoon and the perfect way to
remember Beryl, it was something she would have
been very pleased with.”
14
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NORTH WEST HOTEL CHAIN
SUPPORTS LOCAL RESEARCH
Two Lancashire based hotels have
recently shown their support to North
West Cancer Research by hosting a
number of exciting events.
The Midland hotel and Lancaster House, both part
of the English Lakes Hotels group, have hosted
unique events to raise money for life-saving
research and help boost the profile of the Charity
across Lancashire.
First up was Lancaster House who held an
‘Enchanted Evening’ wedding event in September.
Guests were treated to cake samples, floristry
displays and music in preparation for their big
day, as well as being entertained with a set from
wedding DJ, Gary Mills, and a catwalk showcasing
creations from renowned wedding dress designer,
Jennifer Pritchard Couchman.
To top the evening off, all attendees were entered
into a prize draw to win an entire wedding at
Lancaster House, with a local couple announced as
winners on the night. The event managed to raise
an impressive £1,555.
A few months later, it was The Midland hotel’s
turn to host their very own Gin & Rum Festival. The
Morecambe based hotel treated guests to a great
selection of gin and rum taste samples, as well as a
special NWCR themed cocktail and entertainment
from a live DJ.
Attendees were also in with a chance of winning a
stay at The Midland, among other impressive prizes
in the raffle but nobody left empty-handed as all
guests were given a limited edition gin glass as a
memento of the evening. The event raised £711 for
life-saving research.
Lee-Harry Hitchmough, Wedding & Events Manager
of The Midland hotel said of the event: “When
planning the Gin & Rum festival we knew we wanted
to support a cause that was close to our hearts and
would resonate with our customers – we certainly
found that in NWCR!
“We worked closely with the team in the run up
to the event and on the day, so it was fantastic
to come together and raise over £700 for this
great cause.”

15
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FUN & FRIGHTS FOR BLACKPOOL
COMMITTEE AT HALLOWEEN
Blackpool Committee got in the spirit of things at
Halloween to give local families a spooktacular
celebration on 31st October. Parents and children
enjoyed games such as ‘chase the monkey’
and musical statues, as well as a family quiz and
ghost-themed treasure hunt at the sell-out event.
Entertainment was provided by former Radio
Wave DJ and entertainer, Lionel Vinyl, who helped
the event raise £416.
Roger Tretton, of Blackpool Committee, said “The
event has been a huge success and everyone had a
great time. A massive thanks goes to Norry Ascroft
(Lionel Vinyl) for bringing the party to life!”
The Committee plans to hold an Easter event at
Funtastic, for more information please check
our website soon www.nwcr.org/events.

LONG SERVICE
CELEBRATIONS
Holywell Committee has celebrated the
long standing support and dedication of
several of their members.

Congratulations to…

Joyce Hewitt for 56 Years
Pat Hone for 31 Years
Margaret Hill for 28 Years
Cathy Hall for 25 Years
Joan Davies for 25 Years
Committees are the lifeblood of NWCR and
every year an amazing £200,000 is raised by our
wonderful fundraising committees, all over the
North West and North Wales.
If you would like to join a Committee near you,
please email Sarah@nwcr.org or call 0151 709 2919.
16
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WIRRAL BAZAAR
Over 3,500 visitors got into the Christmas
spirit at the annual Wirral Bazaar, a new
record for the event.

The two-day shopping extravaganza, held at
Thornton Manor, raised an incredible £41,000 for
life-saving cancer research projects in the North West
and North Wales.
With over 70 handpicked stalls, from the Wirral
and all over the UK, offering unique and beautiful
Christmas gifts, as well as food and drink products
not found on the high street, it was the perfect
opportunity for visitors to kick start their Christmas
shopping or treat themselves.
Stalls donated 10% of their takings, giving shoppers
the unique opportunity to donate to charity whilst
doing their Christmas shopping. In addition, the £4
entry fee and profits from catering went directly to
NWCR. By simply attending Wirral Bazaar, visitors
made a huge difference to our mission of stopping
cancer sooner.
Visitors indulged in prosecco, kindly donated by
Majestic West Kirby, whilst enjoying entertainment
from SingMeMerseyside, Birkenhead School
Chamber Choir, Off Pitch, and the Bazaar’s resident
saxophonist Dick Neal, as they made their way round
the marquee, or stopped for a cup of tea.

“The atmosphere was so happy - it was wonderful to
welcome so many visitors through the doors and to
see the full shopping bags heading out.
“Our thanks go to our sponsors The Mitchell Group
and Investec Wealth & Investment, and to our other
supporters, donors and the businesses who took
adverts in our Fair Guide.
“Whilst the Committee works hard all year to pull
the Bazaar together, it’s not possible to put it on
without the help of our friends and huge army of
volunteers who support the Committee, so a big
thank you to them.

“All the hard work over the year is worth it when
we know that we can enable North West Cancer
Research to continue its work in supporting research,
knowing that every penny stays in the North West.
We look forward to seeing you all on 5th and 6th
November 2019!”
Over the past 29 years, the Wirral Bazaar has raised
over £410,000 for cancer research in the region
and helped fund projects such as looking at the
advantages of proton beam therapies in head and
neck cancer treatment, the development of effective
skin cancer drugs and a first ever clinical trial for
patients with bile duct cancer.

Chair of the Wirral Bazaar committee, Kate Williams,
said “We were absolutely thrilled to be able to present
NWCR with a cheque for a fabulous sum of £41,000
raised at our Bazaar in November.

17
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Menai Bridge
or

YOUR WAY!

Walk, run or even skip your way round.
10am start with Gruffydd Wyn
from Britains Got Talent
Wheelchair and pram friendly route.

24th March 2019

Princes Pier, Menai Bridge
Fully supported, easy to follow route.

Followed by family fun day.
Plus Food trucks / stalls, Games,
Bouncy castle, Easter crafts and gifts,
and Cocktails on Wheels

For more details go to www.nwcr.org/events or call 07525 625 375
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Georgina Ellwood was ready and willing to
lend her creative talents to our skin cancer
campaign when our Community Fundraiser for
Lancashire & Cumbria, Charlotte, put out the
call for volunteers.
Armed with sun cream samples and a face painting
kit, Georgina joined Charlotte at Fleetwood Tram
Sunday, where they chatted with the public about
our skin cancer campaign, gave out sun safety
guides and offered children’s face painting for a
small donation.
Georgina had definitely caught the volunteering bug
as she decided to join Charlotte for a day of sun
safety engagement again at Morecambe Carnival.
With over 60,000 people in attendance at the
carnival, Georgina was fit for the task as children
queued up for face painting.

5

All painted out, Georgina joined NWCR yet again for
her final volunteering stint of the summer at Great
Eccleston Tractor Pulling Championship, where she
helped out with crowd control and car park assistance.
She said “I love volunteering for North West Cancer
Research because the Charity’s work directly targets
and benefits our area.
“As someone who has lost a loved one and been
affected by cancer, it’s an extremely important cause.
“Charlotte and the team have made me feel really
included and that the work I do to help is really
having an impact and that’s a really great feeling.
“I’d recommend giving volunteering a go to anyone.
If you’ve got a few spare hours and want to help
make a difference, why not?”
	You can help support NWCR
by giving your time either during an
event, at head office or with
a fundraising committee.
To find out more please visit
www.nwcr.org/how-you-can-help/

19
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THE BIG

JUMP

SKYDIVE
CHALLENGE
SATURDAY 4 MAY 2019

Join our team and take to the skies
for an 11,000ft jump to raise funds
for life-changing research.
For more information, or to register
now, visit www.nwcr.org/events
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FITNESS MEETS FUNDRAISING
AT VICTORIA LEISURE
Staff from a family run leisure centre in Southport,
Victoria Leisure, have recently visited NWCR
research labs in Liverpool. The group took part in
a guided tour at the North West Cancer Research
Centre with researcher Dr Jason Parsons and
learned all about the life-saving research taking place
at the centre.
The visit comes after a stellar fundraising drive for the
group, who raised £6,000 for NWCR last year alone.
Money was raised through their annual ‘Victoriathon’,
a swim-a-thon hosted at their leisure centre, as well
as donations in lieu of gifts for Victoria Leisure owner,
Wally Birch’s, birthday.

breakthroughs and developments in treatment of
cancer, as a result of research, meaning that many
people are surviving and living longer after receiving
a diagnosis of cancer.”
The next Victoriathon, which will be open to
non-members for the first time, will be held on
28th April. Please visit www.victorialeisure.com for
more information.

Wally has a personal goal to raise more than £30,000
for NWCR, having raised £20,000 to date and will get
nearer to this goal as he and his wife celebrate their
60th Wedding Anniversary this year, again opting for
friends and family to make donations instead of gifts.
Wally said: “I first chose to support NWCR because
my mother passed away prematurely due to
breast cancer. Since then I’ve seen the fantastic

GIANT DISCOUNTS FOR NWCR
Local independent bike store, Giant Liverpool,
is offering NWCR supporters 10% discount off
the cost of bikes, accessories and repairs.
Visit the family-owned business and quote
NWCR2019 for your 10% discount.*
*Not to be used in conjunction with sale goods, finance,
cycle-to-work vouchers, or other offers.

Giant Liverpool,
29 Parliament St, Liverpool L8 5RN
www.giant-liverpool.co.uk
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TEACHERS TAKE
ON A MOUNTAIN
OF A CHALLENGE!
Teachers from Southport College have taken on the
ultimate challenge in the name of cancer research,
and conquered Mount Kilimanjaro.

22
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Biology tutor, John Knight, Access to Higher
Education Curriculum Leader, Lindsey Sutton
and Alexa Sutcliffe, former Deputy Head of Adult
Learning are recuperating after the adventure of a
lifetime that saw them travel almost 7,000 miles to
Tanzania where they donned their climbing gear to
take on the 5,895m mountain.

Lindsey said of the experience: “I wanted to help
support cancer research after having numerous
family members struggle with cancer and losing
my mum to it. It was important for me to help
support research into treatments that will prevent
other families from having to go through that
horrific experience.

The group travelled through jungle, desert and
freezing conditions, battling changing climates,
extreme terrain and altitude sickness as they made
their way to the summit. Stopping at a campsite
every night, the journey to the summit took six and
a half days and included a tough scramble up the
Barranco Wall.
The final leg to the summit started at nightfall and
included 12 hours of trekking through icy conditions.
It wasn’t all doom and gloom as the group were
treated to spectacular night-time views of Tanzania
and clear star gazing as they finally reached Uhuru
Peak, the highest point of Kilimanjaro just in time to
watch the sun rise.
The group held a whole host of fundraising
activities in the run up to their trip, including a
quiz night hosted at Southport College’s on-site
restaurant, Clouds, a number of cake sales and a
UV party at a local nightclub. Further fundraising
included a Casino Night at a local cricket club, while
Access to HE students also collected individual
sponsorships for a 5k run.
Olive Cutts, Chair of local Southport Committee, has
continually supported their fundraising by promoting
all events and bringing along her friends and fellow
committee members to events to boost fundraising.
Through all their activities, the group raised just
under £4,000.

“I’m so proud of our amazing achievement, even
though it was really hard at times. At certain points
I felt like I couldn’t carry on and reminded myself
of family and friends who have battled cancer. If
they can fight this terrible disease, I can take on a
mountain for them.”
John commented “I’ve always been proud to
support NWCR along with Southport College and
through that I’ve seen the important work they do
first hand, through lab tours and college visits from
researchers. As a biology teacher, I can appreciate
the impact of this research and know how crucial it is
to fundraise for it.
“I’m immensely proud of our group, not only for
tackling Kilimanjaro but also all the hard work put into
fundraising for NWCR. Olive has also been a great
support over the past year and has really helped make
our events a success, we can’t thank her enough.”
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NORTH WEST CANCER
RESEARCH CENTRE HOSTS
RESEARCH CONSORTIUM
Eye cancer researchers and patients
recently gathered in Liverpool as part of a
research consortium conference, which
aims to improve outcomes for patients
with metastatic uveal melanoma (UM).
Around 60 people from across Europe attended
the Uveal Melanoma Patient Symposium as part
of the UMCure 2020 project annual update.
UMCure 2020 is a research consortium of 12 of
Europe’s most influential uveal melanoma experts,
researchers and clinicians. The update was hosted
at the North West Cancer Research Centre at the
University of Liverpool.
Funded by the European Union’s Horizon
2020 programme, the five-year programme
grant totalling €6M, which started in 2016, aims
to identify and validate new therapies for the
treatment of metastatic uveal melanoma.
Around 800 people in the UK are diagnosed each
year with uveal melanoma, and 300 of these cases
are referred to the centre of excellence based
at the Royal Liverpool University Hospital. The
Ocular Oncology Centre at the Royal works closely
with Aintree University Hospital and Clatterbridge
Cancer Centre, to provide UM patients with stateof-the-art treatment for both the eye tumour and
disseminated disease.
When limited to the eye, UM treatment is very
successful, using plaque radiotherapy, proton beam

therapy and in some cases surgery – with most
patients retaining their sight as a result of these
effective treatments.
In around 50% of UM patients however, secondary
tumours develop when the UM spreads to the liver.
This is known as metastatic UM and at present,
there is no effective treatment for it. The aims of the
UMCure 2020 research is to better understand the
biology of these secondary tumours in the liver and
discover effective ways to treat them.
Professor Sarah Coupland, Director of the North
West Cancer Research Centre at the University
of Liverpool, said: “Rare cancers such as uveal
melanoma have historically not benefitted from
extensive research as some of the more commonly
occurring cancers have.
“The UMCure 2020 Research Consortium has been
developed to ensure we invest in effective research
in the search for new treatment strategies and
options for UM patients with disseminated disease.
“We have a big job ahead of us, but by combining
the knowledge and resources of clinicians and
researchers from all over Europe, we are making
significant head way into our understanding of this
cancer, why it occurs and how we might treat it.”
In the April 2018 funding round, NWCR funded
ground-breaking research into Metastic Uveal
Melanoma. For more details on projects like this,
go to www.nwcr.org/our-work/
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PREPARE YOUR LASTING
POWER OF ATTORNEY
WITH MCCLURE
Charity partners, McClure Solicitors, are delighted
to prepare your Lasting Powers of Attorney for
only £199, saving you £521 on their standard price.
Welfare Power of Attorney is included free of
charge. McClure Solicitors will also donate £30 to
North West Cancer Research.
A Lasting Power of Attorney (LPA) is a legal
document which appoints someone to act for you
if you become unable to make decisions or manage
your affairs.
Please call McClure Solicitors direct on
Freephone 0800 852 1999 or email
contactus@mcclure-solicitors.co.uk and quote
North West Cancer Research InTouch
February 2019 to take advantage of this offer.

FASHIONABLE
FUNDRAISING
Committee members from Aughton have
come together for an afternoon of fashion and
fundraising. Working together with their local Bon
Marche store in Maghull, they put on a fashion
show for supporters at Aughton WI Hut.
Committee Chair, Ann Holland, drafted in friends
and supporters to model for a catwalk portion
of the event, after which guests were welcome
to take a closer look at the outfits on display and
purchase at a discount. Guests also enjoyed a
raffle and tea & coffee with biscuits.
Ann said of the event: “We all had a brilliant time,
everybody really enjoyed themselves. Bon Marche
were fantastic through the entire process and
helped make the event such a success!”
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MARCH

MARCH

MARCH

12pm

9am

12pm

Frodsham Spring Lunch

Liverpool Half Marathon

Holywell Ladies Lunch

Frodsham Community
Centre

Pier Head, Liverpool

Stamford Gate Hotel,
Holywell

MARCH

MARCH

APRIL

11.30am

9am

9am

Ruthin Soup & Cheese
Lunch

Menai 5k or 10k Your Way!

Mersey Tunnel 10k

Prince’s Pier, Anglesey

Blackstock Street,
Liverpool

APRIL

APRIL

MAY

9.30am

10am

Mold Coffee Morning

London Marathon

Masonic Hall, Mold

London

7

16

Llys Erw

27

10

24

28

13

14

4

The Big Jump Skydive
Challenge
Cockerham, Lancashire

UPCOMING
EVENTS
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March 2019

MAY

MAY

4-5

19

10am

MAY

26
9apm

Liverpool Spring 5k or 10k

Great Manchester Run

Rock n Roll Marathon

Sefton Park, Liverpool

Manchester

Royal Albert Dock,
Liverpool

MAY

MAY

JUNE

JUNE

29 - 0 1

30

7-9

12.30m
One Small Step

Mold Spring Lunch

Great North Swim

Brindley Theatre,
Runcorn

St Mary’s Church Hall

Lake Windermere

JUNE

JULY

JULY

23

4-7

8.30am

13
10pm

Wirral Coastal Walk

Cycle of Hope

Nightrider

Seacombe Ferry

Liverpool to Dublin

Liverpool & Wirral

Whether you’re after a morning of coffee and cake or
a cross-country excursion, you can find the perfect
event and support life-saving research.
For more information, or to register for an event,
please visit www.nwcr.org/events.
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